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Minutes: Relating to sexual offense medical testing to repeal section relating to individuals 

living arrangements. 

Senator David Nething, Chairman called the Judiciary committee to order. All Senators were 

present. The hearing opened with the following testimony: 

Testimony In Support of Bill: 

Sen. Tracy Potter, Dist. #35, Introduced bill (meter 0:30) Gave Testimony Att. #1 

Sen. Fiebiger asked how many cases have the Attorney General's office prosecuted? The last 

one was in 1938. 

Sen. Nelson, Dist. #21 (meter 7:18) Gave Testimony-Alt. #2 

Rep. Delmore, Dist. #43 (meter 13:20) Sited that this bill has been "miss addressed". This in 

not about the stigma surroundings the "sin" of the living arrangements rather in some areas it 

is about safety. 

Testimony in Opposition of the Bill: 

Tom Freier, ND Family Alliance (meter 14:34) Gave Testimony-Alt #3a, discussed hand outs 

- Att. 3b 3c & 3d. 

- Sen. Nething sited how impressive the statistics are. 
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Sen. Nelson questioned the age of the people in the study? (meter 22:46) Probably 40 and 

younger-discussion. 

Sen. Nething stated the deception part of the bill is already in Century Code (meter 25:28) 

Perhaps we should transfer this to the section under Fraud. Discussion of this. 

Sen. Nelson discussed the (meter 27:10) this offence should not be criminal. 

Mr. Freier stated (meter 28:00) as a state, is this the image we want to give the nation. 

Testimony Neutral to the Bill: 

None 

Senator David Nething, Chairman closed the hearing. 

Sen. Nething asked the intern, Brad Wiederholt, to research what other states have done with 

this type of legislation. 

Senator David Nething, Chairman closed the hearing. 
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Minutes: Relating to sexual offense medical testing to repeal section relating to individuals 

living arrangements. 

Senator David Nething, Chairman called the Judiciary committee to order. All Senators were 

• present. The hearing opened with the following committee work: 

Sen. Nething introduced an amendment - Att. #1 Reviewed (meter :43) amendment with the 

committee. Sen. Nething stated that at one time a discussion of a provision to cover 

apartment owner who did not want to rent to an unwed couple, but this is already in law. This 

amendment gets the law out of the sexual offence section and places it in the Fraud section. 

Discussion of the above and fraud by deception not being covered in current law under this 

context and this amendment would make it clearly. Committee spoke of who would consider it 

"fraud", a nosey neighbor? Discussion of grandma living with another elderly person and a 

situation of collage age kids. Sen. Fiebinger stated that no one has prosecuted for this singe 

1938. Sen. Lyson stated that that was not so. He has prosecuted three individuals on this 

law but it did not go to the supreme court. Discussion of discretion of the prosecuting attorney 

and the law being worded that it was not a mandate. 

Senator David Nething, Chairman closed the hearing. 
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Sen. Lyson made the motion to Do Pass Amendment #1 dated 2/7 and Sen. Olafson 

seconded the motion. All members were in favor, except for Sen Fiebiger and Sen. Nelson 

the motion still passes. 

Sen. Lyson made the motion to Do Pass as Amended SB 2138 and Sen. Olafson seconded 

the motion. All members were in favor, except for Sen. Fiebiger and Sen. Marcellais motion 

passes. 

Carrier: Sen. Nething 

- Senator David Nething, Chairman closed the hearing . 
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Prepared by the Legislative Council staff for 
Senator Nething 

February 7, 2007 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO SENATE BILL NO. 2138 

Page 1, line 1, after "Act" insert "to create and enact a new section to chapter 12.1-31 of the 
North Dakota Century Code, relating to false representation of marital status; and" 

Page 1, after line 5, insert: 

"SECTION 1. A new section to chapter 12.1-31 of the North Dakota Century 
Code is created and enacted as follows: 

False representation of marltal status. An individual is guilty of a class B 
misdemeanor if the individual lives openly and notoriously with an individual of the 
opposite sex as a married couple without being married to the other individual and 
falsely represents the couple's status as being married to each other." 

Renumber accordingly 

Page No. 1 70380.0101 
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Roll Call Vote# / 

2007 SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE ROLL CALL VOTES 

BILL/RESOLUTION NO . .:!/J,3 

Senate __________ ..:Jc::u:.::d:..;;lc;:.:la::.:.ryL--_________ _ 

D Check here for Conference Committee 

Legislative Council Amendment Number 

Action Taken Do f7q .ss ,/}ryi.uid # I 

Committee 

Motion Made By 5 e.r]. J... '{Y/J Seconded By .s~- t)/a:h,a,; 

Senators Yes No Senators Yes No 
Sen. Nethlng ✓ Sen. Fleblaer .,,. 
Sen.Lyson ,/ Sen. Marcellals ✓ 

Sen. Olafson v Sen. Nelson ✓ 

z Total 

Absent 

Yes No _____ ,______ --------------

Floor Assignment 

If the vote is on an amendment, briefly indicate intent: 
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Roll Call Vote# Z 

2007 SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE ROLL CALL VOTES 

BILURESOLUTION NO. 1./ .J ( 

Senate Judiciary ------------~~----------
□ Check here for Conference Committee 

Legislative Council Amendment Number 

Action Taken J)0 ~.55 as ~cl.R. c/ 
Motion Made By 5~- J,...ys,1 Seconded By 

Senators Yes No Senators 
Sen. Nethlna v Sen. Fieblaer 
Sen.Lyson ✓ Sen. Marcellais 
Sen. Olafson y Sen. Nelson 

Yes 1/ No z 

Committee 

Yes No 
✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

Total 

Absent 

---------- --------------

Floor Assignment 

If the vote is on an amendment, briefly indicate intent: 
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REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE (410) 
February 8, 2007 9:07 a.m. 

Module No: SR-27-2476 
Carrier: Nethlng 

Insert LC: 70380.0102 Title: .0200 

REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE 
SB 2138: Judiciary Committee (Sen. Nethlng, Chairman) recommends AMENDMENTS 

AS FOLLOWS and when so amended, recommends DO PASS (4 YEAS, 2 NAYS, 
0 ABSENT AND NOT VOTING). SB 2138 was placed on the Sixth order on the 
calendar. 

Page 1, line 1, after "Act" insert "to create and enact a new section to chapter 12.1-31 of the 
North Dakota Century Code, relating to false representation of marital status;" 

Page 1, line 2, remove "and" 

Page 1, line 3, after "arrangements" insert "; and to provide a penalty" 

Page 1 , after line 5, insert: 

"SECTION 1. A new section to chapter 12.1-31 of the North Dakota Century 
Code is created and enacted as follows: 

False representation of marital status. An individual is guilty of a class B 
misdemeanor if the individual lives openly and notoriously with an individual of the 
opposite sex as a married couple without being married to the other individual and 
falsely represents the couple's status as being married to each other." 

Renumber accordingly 

(2) DESK, (3) COMM Page No. 1 SR-27-2476 
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Minutes: 

Chairman DeKrey: We will open the hearing on SB 2138. 

Sen. Tracy Potter: Sponsor, explained the bill (see attached testimony). 

Rep. Koppelman: You made a comment about the 2001 legislature and how it allowed 

discrimination in housing. Is that statement opinion or fact and are you implying that it is 

inappropriate that that is the case. We discriminate against people who have bad financial 

history, can't pay their rent. 

Sen. Tracy Potter: I'm not sure that I meant to imply anything by it, other than a 

straightforward definition. I think we would find the definition accurate. Of course, you're 

correct, your implication of discrimination has charged language. The fact is that we do allow 

landlords to choose not to rent to unmarried couples if they choose. 

Rep. Koppelman: Are you aware of the history behind that bill. 

Sen. Tracy Potter: I didn't follow it precisely what it was, but I looked at the 2001 Supreme 

Court case of Fair Housing Council vs. Peterson and that's what leads us to know what the 

Supreme Court says the current statute means, it means living together in a personal 

relationship, opposite sex couples. That is what they are saying is the crime, not the business 

- of pretending to be married. Because in that case, the Petersons, the landlord refused to rent 
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- to an unmarried couple, who had said that they were unmarried. At that time, NDCC had the 

human rights act specifically forbid discrimination against marital status in housing. Because 

of that hearing the repeal of the law, the legislature moved that. 

• 

• 

Rep. Koppelman: Let me challenge one statement and ask a question. I don't believe that 

the Fair Housing Law prohibited discrimination prior to that based upon marital status. I 

believe it was the term familial status. Part of the court's finding was that to have a consistent 

interpretation of the law, familial status could not mean marital status because ND had a 

separate statute on the books outlawing cohabitation. Therefore, our Century Code would be 

inconsistent if familial status meant marital status and at the same time the legislature then 

said that cohabitation was against the law. I believe the common interpretation of that was, 

and has evolved to be that familial status means that you can't have a single room in an 

apartment building, you can't prohibit children, those kinds of things. It really doesn't deal with 

marital status, to reconcile those two provisions in the law. So that was the court's finding. It 

seems to me if we remove this, as this bill proposes to do, basically it would remove that 

underpinning from that legal opinion. I understand your point, because I was here in 2001 and 

that provision was added to the Fair Housing statute. The reason it was added, was to clarify 

and codify what the court already said. Yes, the court's interpretation of the law is what the 

legislature intended and to clarify that, we are going to add this language to the statute on Fair 

Housing. The question is, if we repeal this provision of the law, that court would may no longer 

have any standing in the law, if someone looks at this over a broader period of time, in another 

legislative session might say, that's pretty good argument for a session or two from now, 

coming back and saying that now that we've repealed, the underpinning of that court case, 

was the language clarifying and codifying what the court says; therefore, let's get rid of that 

too. That's a slippery slope. 
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- Sen. Tracy Potter: Thank you for the history on that. I actually happen to have in my folder 

the Supreme Court decision on that. What they were ruling on specifically, they are citing 

NDCC on page 3 of their 27 page opinion, and what they are saying is, that NDCC, this is a 

discriminatory practice, that it is illegal to discriminate against a person in terms, conditions or 

privileges, because of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, physical or mental 

disability or status with respect to marriage for public assistance. It lists specific to marriage 

that they are talking about. The point you raise, is an excellent one, and I've wondered about it 

myself and that is if we remove this from the law, because what the Supreme Court was ruling 

was precisely that, they were saying that the Petersons did not have to rent to these people 

because they were lawbreakers, not because they were unmarried, but because they were 

breaking the law by being unmarried and living together. That's what the court case was. So 

the question is, will ND's current law allowing the Petersons to rent to anybody they want, or 

not to rent to people they don't want to based on marital status, would that still be 

constitutional. Would it stand the test. I contend that our cohabitation statute doesn't stand a 

chance of standing the test of constitutionality anyway. If the one is found unconstitutional, if 

the current law allowing people to choose not to rent, if that's unconstitutional, certainly the 

cohabitation statute is, I'm not saying because of one then the other. I'm saying that our 

statute is unconstitutional based on the TX case of a couple of years ago. Since then, NC's 

cohabitation statute has been found unconstitutional. Clearly, there are two ways to get rid of 

this law. We can have a state's attorney who wants to, prosecute somebody who is willing, 

and the law be thrown out just like that. This is an unconstitutional act, or the state legislature 

can take it upon themselves to recognize this and put this thing to rest. 

Rep. Koppelman: Would the court not have had that opportunity, by the way my reference to 

the way you described it, was about I believe about a district court level case. Would the court 
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not have had that opportunity then, if they had before them the question at hand, and 

specifically referred to and commented on and if they wanted to find this unconstitutional, it 

seems to me that was a golden opportunity. 

Sen. Tracy Potter: If they wanted to, they certainly could have. They certainly had that 

opportunity in front of them, but they also had that easy way out, saying that's not really the 

issue at hand here, it's against the law, that's what they chose to do. 

Rep. Griffin: Do you see this law being enforced in any situations, can you give an example 

of a situation where it would be violated, how somebody could falsely represent that they were 

married. 

Sen. Tracy Potter: If this passes, can I see this being enforced? Boy, I think the number of 

lawbreakers drops from 23,000 to 0. No, I don't see this being enforced, unless in fact, there is 

fraud being perpetrated. Unless someone is gaining some advantage by pretending to be 

married. Then yes, that's a crime and should be prosecuted. I don't see a lot of people out 

there who are breaking the law, as we will have changed it, should you adopt the work of the 

Senate Judiciary committee. 

Rep. Koppelman: Part of your answer to Rep. Griffin's question, intrigued me, because on 

one hand you said we should repeal this law if it's not enforced, you shouldn't have a law on 

the books just because, etc. Then you said this new law, which you said was an improvement 

to your bill, would be wonderful, would never be enforced, why not. 

Sen. Tracy Potter: I'm not saying it won't be enforced, because law enforcement choose 

not to enforce it. I'm saying it won't be enforced because nobody is violating it. 

Chairman OeKrey: Thank you. Further testimony in support. 

Rep. Mary Ekstrom: Support, co-sponsor. I am here to merely support this bill. I have used 

many arguments over the years with regard to whether this law is needed. We did try this as a 
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- fraud statute once before and it failed in the House. This time it has a better chance. In 

response to a question, will this ever be enforced? Well, it could be. If someone went into a 

hospital and said they are husband and wife, because I want to get into that hospital room 

when my husband dying, they could in fact represent themselves are being married. Take it 

one step further, the individual dies. Of course, the hospital comes back after the spouse for 

payment and they aren't married. That's fraud. That should be prosecuted. There's a very 

good reason for putting this on for a fraud statute, not as a sex crime (cited example of older 

couple who weren't married and couldn't get the condo due to condo association rules). 

• 

Rep. Koppelman: In the example you gave, you talked about the couple denied the option to 

rent. .. 

Rep. Mary Ekstrom: Not rent, buy. 

Rep. Koppelman: So, we had the discussion about the idea that folks could still refuse to 

rent to people who are cohabitating because of the provision in the law a few years ago that 

this bill passed. Would it prohibit the kind of thing you are talking about though. Would that be 

illegal. 

Rep. Mary Ekstrom: I think the condominium covenant was trying to cover all the bases. I 

think what they said was that is the law of ND, and therefore we are going to incorporate it into 

our rules. I think that would go away. 

Chairman DeKrey: Thank you. Further testimony in support. 

Rep. Kathy Hawken: Support. I am not a sponsor. One, our more senior constituents, those 

people care deeply that they are not following the law. It matters to them, and yet they aren't 

doing anything wrong. It's companionship for the most part, it may be because of some of our 

other laws so that they don't lose SS, or veteran benefits; because they need those monies to 

live. Yet we have put them in a place where they are law breakers. They know that and it 
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• makes them uncomfortable. The second is a safety issue, having a young man living in the 

house/apartment with girls for safety. Third, just personal. I think that things like this make us 

a joke around the country. 

• 

Chairman DeKrey: Thank you. Further testimony in support. 

Rep. Delmore: I am a sponsor. I have two quick points. I don't see a reason to keep a law 

on the books because it makes us feel good and we're more moral than other people. 

Second, it's about economics. A lot of the people in this state that choose to live together, and 

many of them have no relationship beyond companionship fall into two categories, senior 

citizens, people who can't afford those facilities by themselves and college students. It's a 

matter of economics. I understand the reality of what an apartment costs and how students 

can't do it by themselves. I like the comment about security, because in ND there could be a 

young man living with some young women that could end up saving lives. We've got some 

people here who aren't the best of critters either. 

Chairman DeKrey: Thank you. Further testimony in support. Testimony in opposition. 

Tom Freier, ND Family Alliance: (see attached testimony). 

Chairman DeKrey: Doesn't this violate our oath, when we take office we have to take an 

oath and raise our right hand, to say that we will protect the constitution and here we have a 

law that nobody has argued for the last three times we've heard the repealer, that it's 

constitutional. If we are to uphold the constitution, doesn't that also mean when we disagree 

with it. 

Tom Freier: I believe we need to retrospectively look at what is the greater good and in 

essence, we need to determine what that is. I don't believe that the constitution has been 

violated. I don't believe that if someone who had felt strongly in that regard, why it has not 
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- been brought forward to be reviewed, so that the courts can make a decision on this. I am 

pretty comfortable with where we are. 

• 

• 

Rep. Dahl: I don't disagree with you that's in the best interest of the state to encourage the 

institution of marriage. I'm not sure how much we are really encouraging marriage with a 

statute that's not enforced and police has no interest in enforcing that statute. I think, we 

passed a tax break for married people a few weeks ago, which encourages marriage. 

understand the statistics. I'm not sure that this encourages marriage. 

Tom Freier: That's a basic question and one that all of us need to take into consideration 

including ourselves. I come back to what is the greater good. When you, as a legislature, 

pass bills on a daily basis, you influence our society. You influence what the people in our 

state are going to do. You influence them by the messages you send. I believe that by 

repealing this, or by changing the language to the point that it may deteriorate that intent even 

further, we will be sending the message to the people of ND. I don't believe that is the correct 

message. I don't know that it concerns me a great deal for someone to look at ND as being a 

joke. I don't see that. I think when we stand up for our principles and standards, I think that's 

something to be admired as opposed to being ridiculed. I don't think that the folks that would 

ridicule us are doing so in a manner that they don't respect us. I think they are saying that you 

aren't being progressive. I receive 25-30 emails from out of state folks the last time this was 

heard on the Senate side, and that was the nature of those emails. It was ridicule but it didn't 

really take into account that we were trying to uphold our beliefs. 

Rep. Meyer: When you look at the statistics of how fast our population is aging and just how 

many of us are over the age of 65, and I have to weigh in with Rep. Hawken and Rep . 

Delmore's question about the economic factor. The one segment of our society that this law 

bothers terribly is our elderly. I don't believe our young college kids are bothered by this. I do 
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• believe the elderly feel this terribly and yet at the same time, you are trying to promote families 

and strong alliances, when or if they would marry, and it cost them their benefits, when they 

are living on a fixed income and we have many elderly that barely get by on fixed incomes. 

How do you reconcile that with your family values. 

• 

Tom .Freier: I don't debate that there are certain situations and folks that have a financial or 

economic problem. I would say that we need to address those problems, those issues. I think 

we need to specifically deal with those and that is the legislation that should be brought 

forward as opposed to saying this removal of this or moving it to another section, would 

actually create other opportunities to pass bills into laws that would eventually help those folks. 

Rep. Meyer: So you're saying that you are fine with the provisions of this law, where you can 

enforce ii at whim. It is being moved to a section where if you are perpetrating a fraud that's 

fine. But that's a whole problem, your last statement, you really can't have a law on the books 

where you can enforce it in one segment and not in another. 

Tom Freier: No, I didn't intend to say that ii should be enforced one time and not another. 

think we're in a public place and on the record, and I know it's very difficult for us to say that 

we have something that is in statute right now, but is not enforced. But that is the situation. As 

I mentioned, by reversing ourselves, by removing it, or even putting ii in another section, which 

the more I look at it, the more doubts I have as to what that might lead to and how that could 

affect other laws that we already have on the books and even federal. I think that the issue we 

have before us, is how people are being affected today in a negative way. You mentioned 

some of the incidents. That is what we need to zero in on and take care of those folks as 

opposed to affecting the entire population. I was amazed when I did the research and found 

what I did about the overall statistics. I think everyday in this body, we are very cognizant of 

the plight of women and abused children, and these statistics really do lend themselves to 
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• saying that's where the abuse is greatest. That's where the problems are the greatest. So 

how can we overlook something that's taken place there, just to maybe feel good about it, that 

we don't have a law on the books that isn't being enforced. That's a difficult question. 

Rep. Meyer: Is it your position that you want this law to start being enforced. 

Tom Freier: It's my position that you should not remove this section from the code because it 

will do greater harm than the fact that it is not being enforced right now. 

Rep. Meyer: Do you want this law enforced. 

Tom Freier: I would like this law to be enforced in the situations that will carry out the intent of 

it. Right now I don't think that it's being enforced and we are having the best of both worlds. 

We are having the fact that it's there and it's sending a message, and it's not being enforced all 

the time and we are continuing to send that message. 

Rep. Delmore: I work a lot with statistics, and it's interesting when we talk about this issue, 

we bring in AZ, we bring in all other kinds of states. Some of them are interesting, I would like 

to see some of the sources for that. But we're the only state that has a statute but we don't 

have any statistics for ND that I have ever seen on what difference it makes as far as 

relationships. I firmly believe in marriage, been married for 30+ years. However, I want to go 

back to the question that we asked earlier, and that's the idea that there is an assumption in 

this state, that all of these people who are living together have a sexual relationship. I think in 

a majority of cases in this state, people are living together for economic reasons, they live 

together for many other reasons other than the fact that they want to pretend like they are a 

married couple and try out marriage. I don't think it's fair for us to look at this statute only in 

that regard. Would you agree. 

Tom Freier: I can't bring myself to say that in very limited specific cases that we should try to 

address those by passing the bill that removes the overall language. Because it may approach 
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• dealing with those folks, but what we do is affect everyone. I don't know if the legislature does 

that all the time, that is to specifically deal with an issue here by passing something that is 

overreaching and affects everyone. 

• 

Rep. Delmore: The laws we pass should affect everyone who breaks it. The highway patrol 

does not give me a free card when I am driving down the highway because I have dark hair 

and somebody else is blond. Our laws have to be enforced for everybody. That's the reason 

that they are passed. Do you have the whole AZ study where these statistics were reached 

and can you tell me, who actually did the study and if they went to every couple that happened 

to live together or if they were selective in deciding, how long did they follow them after the 

cohabitation. 

Tom Freier: The main study I want to share is the Rutger's study, but there were two or three 

other studies that I went to and I found the same sort of information and that's why I stopped. 

will find the specific AZ study and will give you that information. As an aside, you mentioned 

the highway patrol, the highway patrol does not stop everybody who breaks the law. 

Rep. Delmore: Do you have any statistics at all for ND, have you ever tried to get statistics 

on people who were cohabitating since we are the only state that has the statute. 

Tom Freier: No, I do not. 

Rep. Koppelman: As a former representative, you know that we have laws on the books that 

we don't enforce. We also have selected enforcement going on in the way cases are 

prosecuted. Prosecutors, in some jurisdictions, have trouble with them not prosecuting bad 

check writers. I can think of one statute that, in fact, we had an opportunity to repeal this as 

well, as we declined. We had a statute in ND that said you can't campaign on election day . 

To say that we have an election and you can't run a radio ad and can't campaign, I know there 

are people in other states where they can hardly get to the polls because there are so many 
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• signs and campaign workers and candidates themselves glad handing as they are walking to 

the polling place. In ND, made a policy decision to say it may be overturned, if there is a 

challenge, but we declined as a legislature to repeal it, we know it is unenforceable and 

perhaps it could attempt to be enforced and probably would be overturned if challenged in 

court, but we felt it was a good standard and everybody who is honorable has observed it. It's 

not a bad thing to have on the books. I see this as something fairly similar. 

Tom Freier: I know that none of us would like to think that we have laws on the books that 

aren't enforced, or are selectively enforced. You're right, I know of some too, in a former life in 

the DOT, I know there are certain ones that were not. One that comes to mind, when you 

purchase a vehicle, you put down you paid for the vehicle. There are a lot of folks that can't 

remember how much they paid for some reason and it gets to the point where not everyone of 

those can be prosecuted, even though it's probably pretty obvious a situation. I'm just saying 

that the greater good is served by having this continue. 

Rep. Koppelman: Along those lines, the greater good issue, your testimony as I've listened 

and reread segments, you talked about the ripple effects, of the message that this sends. I 

can think of when this was being deliberated two years ago, one example that was brought up 

was that a particular woman called into a radio program and said I just got divorced, and I am 

extremely thankful that ND, has on its books, a law against cohabitation, because that's why 

my children live with me today. Because in my case, the judge was looking at the custody 

issue, and my attorney was able to successfully point out that my former husband was 

cohabitating and that was illegal in ND so that the court could not make a moral judgment but 

that it was illegal. He said you may be a more fit parent because you're not. We can argue all 

day long whether that was appropriate or inappropriate. But the point is that these kinds of 

things, even if they aren't being enforced on the face, you talked about the housing issue 
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- before, and I think there are things that go on in the state that we don't always know about. Is 

that what you're trying to get at when you talk about the greater good. 

• 

Tom Freier: I think there are countless anecdotal situations where that is the case. That case 

brings to life the situation of the children and that's what came out very strong in this particular 

study by Rutgers. In those cases, especially where you have reoccurring cohabitations, those 

children will have such a greater propensity for being abused. Another issue was, what legal 

status does some of those children have in those situations, where if you have a situation of 

multiple fathers. 

Rep. Wolf: You said that you would like to see it enforced. Who is going to make that 

decision, you, the state's attorney or who and who decides. 

Tom Freier: In the instances, that if it comes to a legal status in litigation that occurred, then 

they can go to this law and use that as legal background for them to use in that case. I'm not 

going to when this might be enforced or when someone might use this law. 

Rep. Wolf: Can you give me an example of when you think this should be enforced. 

Tom Freier: I think Rep. Koppelman alluded to that in the situation of a custody situation. 

That might have an influence on the judge when that judge reaches a decision about the 

custody. 

Rep. Wolf: Should that be charged as a criminal offense then too. 

Tom Freier: I don't know if that particular person was charged or not. I think that really gave 

them background to utilize something that was in our century code. 

Rep. Wolf: On the last page of your testimony, third paragraph from the bottom, "studies 

indicate that the longer couples cohabitate the more likely their commitment will be weak ... " do 

you have a copy of that study. 

Tom Freier: That is the copy I will leave with you. 
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- Rep. Wolf: Does that have the statistics about the amount of abuse on children live in vs. 

other people. You keep referring to them as having a greater chance of being abused in a 

cohabitation situation vs. another. Do you have statistics for that. 

Tom Freier: I'm not sure how it broke it out, but I think the main comparison was between 

married and the folks that were living together. 

Rep. Wolf: Live in vs. not live in. 

Tom Freier: I would have to look at the information again as well, to see if it's broken out that 

way. 

Rep. Wolf: In the testimony, it talked about 39% of cohabitating couples had broken their 

relationship, 40% have married and 21 % were still together. If you take 40% that have married 

and 21% that were still together, you're at 61%. I noticed that the one statistic that you are 

i - missing is the current divorce rate. Are you aware of what the current divorce rate is. 

• 

Tom Freier: I don't think that's in the testimony. In this particular study, but I think that would 

be with vital statistics and I think we can find that. Are you saying in ND or across the country. 

Rep. Wolf: Are you preparing this in ND or ... 

Tom Freier: This one was nationwide. 

Rep. Wolf: The divorce rate is approximately 50% or a little greater, and only 39% of the 

cohabitating people have broken up. In essence, this demonstrates a lower split rate. 

Tom Freier: I think if we go to the second bullet at the top of the page, this is an AZ study, but 

it talks about 46-90% higher likelihood, I'm almost certain that we're going to find that same 

thing in the study that I'm going to share with you. That the likelihood is much higher in those 

situations. This is just one part of the study that broke out one certain group in the 5-7 years, 

this is a smaller group out of the entire study. We have to be careful what we use here . 
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- Rep. Klemin: It seems like we're talking about two different things in discussing this bill. The 

statute that is being repealed is unlawful cohabitation. Although the title of the statute is not 

actually part of the law, it does seem to imply that there is also lawful cohabitation vs. unlawful 

cohabitation. I think the difference is that if you are living together openly and notoriously as a 

married couple without being married to each other, that is the unlawful cohabitation. But if 

you are living together openly and notoriously with an individual of the opposite sex, not as a 

married couple, is that illegal under the statute. 

Tom Freier: I don't know; but I can tell you this. From my point of view and that of Family 

Alliance, we would not be into making that distinction. I think our view would be that the state 

of ND should by an inference, support or condone something other than marriage. 

Rep. Klem in: I'm not suggesting that we should do that or not. I think a clear reading of the 

I - statute, makes it very clear that the only way you are violating this statute now, is if you are 
' 

• 

living openly and notoriously as a married couple without being married. If you aren't living 

together as a married couple, let's say you openly and notoriously say we're living together, 

but we're not married, you're not violating this statute. My whole point to this is it's really a 

fraud situation because if you are living together openly and notoriously as a married couple 

without being married, that is the problem. I think that what the additional language adds on 

here, is actually a clarification on what the existing law really says. That you are falsely 

representing your past as being married. That's the unlawful part. It's not the cohabitating 

that's unlawful, it's the representation. That's the way it is under the existing law and I guess I 

see this section 1 of this bill is simply being a clarification of what the statute really says and 

not what we think it might say. 

Tom Freier: As I said initially, when I read the language and I'm not an attorney, I felt that 

maybe it did clarify and then the more I thought about it, I said that I'm becoming very worried 
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• about how it will affect other laws that we already have and the interpretation of that and how it 

affects us. I'm not sure how this will affect us. 

Chairman DeKrey: Thank you. Further testimony in opposition. We will close the hearing . 

• 
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Chairman DeKrey: We will take a look at SB 2138. 

Rep. Kingsbury: I move to amend the bill to strike on page 2, line 29-30 the section 4, 

Repeal. 

Rep. Koppelman: Second . 

Rep. Delmore: We would only be leaving the unconstitutional part, you want to keep that in 

the law. 

Chairman DeKrey: Clerk will call the roll. Motion failed. What are the committee's wishes in 

regard to SB 2138. 
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Cohabitation Repeal - SB 2138 

Mr. Chairman, members of the Senate Judiciary Committee: 

SB 2138 is a simple measure - you might call it housekeeping ... but you probably won't. 

This bill will repeal Section 21.1-20-10, the Unlawful Cohabitation Statute. I am unable 
to imagine what defense can be raised for allowing this measure to continue to stain our , 
Century Code. In the first place, it is an unwarranted government intrusion into the 
personal lives of its citizens. This is the United States of America, this is North Dakota, 
where the constitution guarantees us freedom of association. Mark Twain expressed a 
view of people's personal relationships that government should adopt: 

"I don't care what you do, as long as you don't scare the horses." 

It's just none of our business, Mr. Chairman, who lives with whom. 

Plus, I will suggest, we should take every opportunity to repeal a law when we have the 
chance. I'm sure you've heard it. I heard it repeatedly at my neighbors' doors - "we have 
enough laws." I'd laugh and agree and say that I was thinking of adopting a no-net-gain
of-laws philosophy. Pass one, you have to repeal one. I don't expect to live up to that 
promise, but at least this would be a start. 

Now, based on previous arguments, you may hear that the law doesn't actually prevent 
unmarried men and women from living together. That it only prohibits pretending to be 
married to defraud someone. That is not true and I can prove it. 

First: fraud by deception is already against the law. This statute is unnecessary to protect 
the public from that kind of deception. 

Second: If the act was just about fraud, it wouldn't be in the sex crimes statute. That's 
right, Chapter 12.1-20 is titled "Sex Offenses." Cohabitation is a sex crime. 1 

Third is the clincher: The State Supreme Court ruled on this specific point in 200 I in 
North Dakota Fair Housing Council v. Peterson. Illegal cohabitation in that case 
involved a couple who publicly declared that they were unmarried fiances. They did not 
attempt to deceive anyone. A landlord refused to rent to them because they weren't 
married. 

At that time, North Dakota's Human Rights Act prohibited discrimination in housing on 
the basis of marital status. On behalf of the couple, the North Dakota Fair Housing 
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Council sued, citing the landlord's violation of the Human Rights Act. The plaintiff 
argued that the statute was only intended as an anti-fraud law. 

The court rejected that argument, citing legislative history and intent.2 The court was 
particularly clear in its finding - here was a couple who had not tried to defraud anyone. 
They had merely attempted to live together prior to their marriage (like many of our 
cohabitants, the couple eventually married). The court held that the protections of the 
Human Rights Act didn't apply to the couple because they were denied housing not 
simply because of marital status, but because they were attempting to break the law on 
cohabitation. 

Neither Peterson nor any other landlord needs to worry any more that repeal of this sex 
crime will force them to rent to unmarried couples. If the state had repealed the 
cohabitation statute in the l 990s, no one could be denied an apartment or house on the 
basis of being unmarried. Today, it won't matter. The 2001 Session changed the law. 
North Dakota Century Code separately and specifically allows discrimination in housing 
based on marital status. I 4-02.5-02, 4, allows landlords to refuse to rent to unmarried 
couples. 

So this bill has nothing to do with housing, or extending any rights, other than the right 
not to be a criminal. Ifwe mean to enforce this law we'll need a ten billion dollar prison. 
There are, according to the Census Bureau, 23,000 people living together in North Dakota 
as unmarried, opposite sex partners. If we don't mean to enforce it, it's an insult to law 
enforcement to keep it on the books. 

This is the key issue before us today. We may disagree about the extent to which state law 
should regulate private behavior. But I think we all can agree that we shouldn't have laws 
that law enforcement refuses to enforce. 

Law Enforcement all across the state has made this clear, by not enforcing the law for 69 
years. So it stays on our books for what can be no other reason than as a statement of 
some kind of principle. Whatever point is intended by voting to retain this law from a far
gone era, the real effect of the vote is to encourage disrespect for law. We're saying that 
we have optional laws. Laws we don't really mean. We shouldn't have laws like that. 

I respectfully request your favorable consideration of this simple housekeeping measure. 



I.From Fair Housing Council v. Peterson: 

Varying definitions of cohabitation exist. The 1996 edition of Merriam-Webster's 
Dictionary of Law defines cohabit as "to live together as a married couple or in 
the manner of a married couple." The 1999 edition of Black's Law Dictionary, at 
page 254, defines cohabitation as "[t]he fact or state ofliving together, esp. as 
partners in life, usu. with the suggestion of sexual relations." Notorious 
cohabitation is the "act of a man and a woman openly living together under 
circumstances that make the arrangement illegal under statutes that are now rarely 
enforced." 

The Minnesota Supreme Court has defined "cohabit" as living "together in a 
sexual relationship when not legally married." State by Cooper v. French, 460 
N. W .2d 2, 4 n.1 (Minn. 1990) ( citing The American Heritage Dictionary of the 
English Language 259 (1980) (New College Dictionary)). 

2. From Fair Housing Council v. Peterson: 

The Housing Council and the Kippens argue the 1973 recodification of the 
cohabitation statute was intended to retain the statute only as an antifraud 
provision. Although the minutes of the interim committee clearly reflect that one 
member of the committee would have preferred to retain only an antifraud 
prohibition, the entire legislative history shows the interim committee deleted the 
antifraud language from the section, and the 1973 Senate Judiciary Committee 
was told the statute would "continue to prohibit unlawful cohabitation." Hearing 
on S.B. 2047, S.B. 2048, and S.B. 2049 Before the House Judiciary Comm., 43rd 
N .D. Legis. Sess. (Jan. 17, 1973) (testimony of Thomas M. Lockney, Attorney-at
Law). 
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I'm Senator Carolyn Nelson, D21, urban Fargo. This bill is of great interest to my 
constituents from age 18 to age 90 plus. Let me relate several situations to you. My 
mother was widowed in 1999 at age 89 (Dad was 90). Two years later, a call came 
from the assisted living center. "Your mom and her friend Woody are more than friends. 
What do you plan to do?" They were happy, they were companions, they wanted to 
stay in the same room. It was legal in Florida, Woody's children removed him from the 
situation - they feared for their inheritance. Soon after, we moved mom to an assisted 
living center in Kansas City where she still resides, age 97. 

Case 2, is also related to a member of the legislature. The mother-in-law is in her 80s, 
she has had a steady companion for the past 30 years. She also lives in Florida. Her 
health has failed and her son would like her to move to a facility in Grand Forks. Yes, 
they can do that. However, her companion cannot live with her, it's against the law. 
He can rent the single room next door but they can't room together. So ... she is in a 
southern state where the two can room together during their final years - just like they 
did during the past 30 years but far from her son. 

In both these cases, there is no indication of anything criminal, there is no sexual 
offense. In both cases, these mature adults wanted companionship, partnership, 
friendship, togetherness. 

Last Sunday, one of the statewide newspapers had an article about partners and how 
they benefit health care of senior citizens - someone to reinforce doctor's orders and 
encourage self care. So why is this a class B misdemeanor? 

The Century Code quotes a 1938 case and emphasis on "open and notorious" 
relationships. "Notorious" supposedly means that sex is involved and "open" means 
that someone else knows. Whose business is it? This is the main question that I'm 
asked by my younger constituents. 

Case 3. Let's assume that Bjorn and Toni are getting married in April; they buy a house 
in January. Rather than pay rent on two apartments and the new house, they move into 
their new house and start "fixing it up". It's "open" and may be "notorious" according to 
the code, but is this really a criminal offense? 

One only needs to check old tree claim records of early Dakota Territory times to see 
housing arrangements have not always been what some call "traditional". Financial, 
practical and relationship situations are nothing new . 

Over the years, there have been plenty of opportunities for charging this "crime. It's 
time, we deleted 12.1-20-10. If not, the state's attorneys should enforce it. 
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Judiciary Committee, thanlc you for hearing 
my testimony. 

My name is Tom D Freier, and I represent the North Dakota Family Alliance. 

I am here to oppose SB 2138. That opposition is consistent with our mission to 
strengthen and protect families. 

In today's world, living together may seem like a good way to achieve some of the 
benefits of marriage and avoid the risk of divorce. Couples who live together can share 
expenses, learn more about each other, and eventually determine if this is the 'right' 
spouse for them. Ifit doesn't work out, breaking up is easy, with no legal or religious 
permission to dissolve the union. 

The US Census estimates that about 10 million unmarried people are living with someone 
of the opposite sex, or cohabitating. That represents about 8% of US coupled 
households, with most being between 25 and 34 years of age. Many high school seniors 
believe that it usually a good idea for a couple to live together to determine compatibility. 

The new view is that cohabitation represents a more progressive approach to intimate 
relationships. How much healthier women are to be free of social pressure to marry and 
stigma when they don't. How much better off people are today to be able to exercise 
choice in their sexual and domestic arrangements. How much better off marriage can be, 
and how many divorces can be avoided, when sexual relationships start with a trial run. 

But a careful look at research and social science evidence suggest that living together is 
not a good way to prepare for marriage or to avoid divorce. Cohabitating is not a positive 
for the family, and poses special risks for women and children. 

Specifically, research indicates that living together before marriage increases the risk of 
divorce. It increases the risk of domestic violence for women, and the risk of physical 
and sexual abuse for children. And unmarried couples have lower levels of happiness 
and wellbeing. 
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An Arizona study identified numerous problems prevalent in cohabitating households, 
including: 

180% higher likelihood of domestic violence 
- 46% to 90% higher likelihood of divorce in subsequent marriage 
- 300% higher likelihood of depression 

125% higher likelihood that children will see their parents break up before the 
reaching age 16 

- much, much higher likelihood of child abuse 
- greater likelihood oflower incomes 

One study reported that after 5 to 7 years, 39% of cohabitating couples have broken their 
relationship, 40% have married ( although the marriage might not have lasted), and 21 % 
were still together. And especially troubling is that in a 2000 study, 41 % of all unmarried 
households included children under 18 (more than likely that percentage is closer to 50% 

· today). A high percentage of these children will see their parents break up before these 
children reach age 16. And even more disturbing is that the likelihood of multiple 
cohabitations, and the devastating effect on children. 

In general, the evidence suggests that the most unsafe of all family environments for 
children is that in which the mother is living with someone other than the child's 
biological father. This is the environment for the majority of children in a cohabitating 
household. 

Studies indicate that the longer couples cohabitate the more likely their commitment will 
be weak, and chances of a successful marriage lower. In addition multiple failed 
cohabitation experiences do not lead to a successful future relationship, and actually have 
the opposite effect. 

'While cohabitation may have the elements that make up intimacy, it lacks one major 
ingredient - commitment. Commitment is the fence that protects, the lock that 
guarantees, and the alarm system that ensures that vulnerability is not easily 
compromised. Marriage is a covenant of mutual protection, devotion, sacrifice and love. 
It is binding for that reason. It is not only safe for our most vulnerable moments but for 
the most vulnerable people in our world - our children.' 

Instead of turning our heads aside and by default institutionalizing cohabitation, we need 
to put our efforts and energy into nurturing and revitalizing the age old institution of 
marriage which remains a cornerstone of a successful society. 

Please give SB 2138 a Do Not Pass. Thank you. 
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SHOULD W E L I V E T O G 

Executive Summary 

C
ohabitation is replacing marriage as the first living tog 

for young men and women. When blushing brides w 

the beginning of the new millcnniwn, well over half h 

together with a boyfriend. 

For today's young adults, the first generation to come of a 

divorce revolution, living together seems lilrc a good way to 

benefits of marriage ·acd avoid'thc ~Di divorce. Couples wh 

share expenses and learn more about each ot:h,cr. They can find 

has what it takes to be married. If things don't work out, hr 

do. Cohabiting couples do not have to seek legal or religious . 

solve their wiion. 

Not surprisingly, young adults favor cohabitation. Accordi 

young people say it is a good idea to live with a person before 

T H E R 

live together can 

ut if their partner 

g up is easy to 
· ssion to dis-

But a careful review of the available" social science cvidcn suggests that liv

. mg.together is not a good way to prepare fonnarriagc.or.,; av id divorce. What's 

~ore, it ·shows that tbC rise in cohabitatioil}anOt a-•pcsitiVC . trend: 
Cohabiting unions tend to weaken the ilUltitution of maniagc 

risks for women and children. Specifically, thF, rcscai:ch ~dica 

• living together before marriage increases the risk of hr 

riagc. 

• Living togcthc~ ·?uisidc of marriage increases the # _ 9f d 
fo,,. women, aod' the risk of phymcal and icxuaI ab~;,.; f.;, 

• Uiunarried couples have lower levels of happiness and. 
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Because this generation of young adults is so keenly aware 

up after mar-

marriage, it is especially important for them to know what con "butcs to marital 

su=BS and what may threaten it. Yet many young pcaple do n know the basic 

facts about cohabitation and its risks. Nor arc parents, teachers clergy and others 

who instruct the yonng in matters of sex, love and marriage w 11 acquainted with 
the social science evidence. Therefore, one purpose of this pa is to report on 

the available research. 

At the same time, we rcCognize the larger social and eultu trends that 

make cohabiting relationships attractive to many yowig adults 
cohabitation is not likely to go away. Given this reality, the sc d purpose of this 

paper is to guide thinking on the question: "should we live tog thcr?"Wc offer 

four principles that may help. These principles may not be the st words on the 

subject but they arc consistent with the available evidence and ay help never

married yonng adults avoid painful losses in their love lives an achieve satisfying 

and long-lasting relationships and marriage. 

' ' Cohabiting unions 

tend to weaken 

the institution of 

marriage and pose 
special risks for 
women and 

children. 

'' 
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By 2000, the 

total number of 

unmarried 

couples in America 

was almost 

4.15 million, up 

from less than half 

a million in 1960." 

SHOULD E L I V E TOGETHER 

1. Consider not livi together at all before marriage. Cohabitation 

appears not to be h pful and may be harmful as a try-out for marriage. There 

is no evidence that i you decide to cohabit before marriage you will have a 

stronger marriage an those who don't live together, and some evidence to 

suggest that if you li c together before marriage, you arC more likely to break 

up after marriage. . bltatiOll_ is probably least harmful (though not neces
sarily helpful) whC:: \" i; ~cn~ptial ~ when bath-partners arc dcfinit~ly plan

ning to marry, have armally announced their engagement and have picked a 

wcddmg date. 

2. •Do not ,i,ake a · t of cohabiting; Be aware of the dangers of multiple 

living together cxpc "cnccs, bath for your own sense of wellbeing and for 

your chances of cs lishing a strong lifelong partnership. Contrary to popu -
lar wisdom, you do ot learn to have better relationships from multiple failed 

cohabiting relation "ps.,In fu:t,.multiplc cohabiting is a strong.pn:dicior of 

the failure of future tionships. 

3. Limit cohabitatio to the shortest possible period oftime .. Jhc longer 
you live together · a partner, the more likely it is that the low:-commit

mcnt ethic of cohab ta·tion will ta!«: hold, the opposite of what is required for 

a successful marriag . 

4. Do not cohabifif hildren are involved. Children need and should have 

parents who arc co mi~ to staying together over the long term. 

t;;ohabiting parents rcak up at a.much higher rate than married parents and 

th~ ~ffects ofh can be devastating an.d Often long·lasting. Moi-covcr, 

children livin1fin. · iting unions with stepfathers or mother's boyfriends 
arc at higher risk of abuse and physical violence, including lethal vio-

lence, than ~ chil en living with married biological parents . 
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SHOULD WE LIVE TOGETHER? 

What Young Adults Need to Know about Coh bitation 
. before Marriage 

A Comprehensive Review of Recent Research 

L
iving together be.fore marriage is one of America's most ignificant and 

unexpected family trends. By simple definition, living to ether--or 

unmarried cohabitation-is the slams of couples who sexual parmcrs, 

. not married to each other, and sharing a houschold.,By 2000; c total number of 

unmarried couples in America was almost folIJ" and three-quart s million, up 

from less than half a million in 1960.1 It is estimated that about a quarter of 

wrmarricd women between the ages of 25 and 39 arc currently living with a part-

ner and about half have lived at sOmc time with an unmarried t.ncr (the data 

arc typically reported for women but not for men). Over half all first mar

riages arc now preceded by cohabitation, compared to virtually none earlier in 

the century. 2 

What makes cohabitation so significant is not only its prcv cncc but also its 

widespread pnpular acceptance. In rcCcnt rcprcsc1_1tativc nation surveys nearly 

. 66%, ofhig~ school senior boys and 61% of the gii:i~#,!!i§..~ "'"i they "agreed" 

or "mostly agreed" with the statement "it is usually a good idea or a couple to live 

together before getting married in. order to find out whether ey really get 

along." And three quarters of the students st.atcd that "a man an a woman who 

live together without being married" arc either "expcrimcntin with a worthwhile 

alternative lifestyle" or "doing their own thing and not affcctin anyone clsc."3 

Unlike divorce or unwed childbearing, the trend toward habitation has 

inspired virtually no public comment or criticism. It is hard to elicve that acroSS 

America, only thirty years ago, living together for unmarried, eteroscxual cou

ples was against the law. 4 And it was considered immoral-Ii 

the very least highly improper. Women who provided sexual 

services to a man without the benefits of marriage were reg as fools at best 

and morally loose at WOrst. A double standard existed, but co 

certainly not regarded with approbation. 

Today, the old view of cohabit.ation seems yet another 

sivc Victorian norms. The new view is that cohabit.ation rcprcs nts a more pro

gressive approach to intimate relationships. {:low much hcalthi. women arc to be 

free o.f social pressure to marry arid stigma when they don't. much better 

of{ people arc today to be able to exercise choice in their sex 

arrangements. How much better off marriage can be, and h many divorces .can 

l>e a,raiilcif;.'Wtien.scxual relationships start with a trial period. 

~urprisingly, much of the accumulatfug social science rcsc ch suggests other-
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Percentage of High School Seniors 
.Who "Agreed" or "Mostly Agreed" 

With the Statement That "It Is 

Usually a G iHld Idea for a .ouple 

to Live Together Before Gettif4 

· Married In Order to Find Out 

Whether They Really Get Along,• 

by Period, United States. 
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couples don't know, and what in fact few people 

know, arc the conclusi 

its implications for yo . 

of many recent_ studies on unmarried cohabitation and 

people and for society. Llving together before marriage 

or even a progressive family trend until one takes a may seem like a hannlc 

careful look at the cvid cc. 

: How Living Tog 
·' Marital Failure 

er Before Marriage May Conbibute to 

T
he vast majority of young people today want to marry and have children . 

. · And ~any_ifno most sec cohabitation as a way to tcsi marital ~mpatibil-

ity and improve c chances of long-lasting marriage. Their reasoning is as 

follows: Given the high cvcb of divorce, why be in a hurry to marry/Why not 

test marital compatibili by sharing a bed and a bathroom for a year or even 

~origcr? If it doesn't wo out, one can simply move out. According to this reason

ing, cohabitation weeds ilt unsuitable partners through a process of natural dc-

sclcction. p-ver time, p ps after several living-togctbcr'i'clationsbips, a person 

will eventually 6nd a · gcablc mate. 

The social science · dmcc cballcngcs the popular idea that cohabiting 

ensures greater marital ornpatibility and t\lcrc.hy promotes stronger and more 

enduring marriages. C bitation docs nol reduce the lilcclibood of eventual 

divorce; in fact, it is 'atcd ~th a higher divorce risk. Although the associa-

tion was stronger a de c or two ago and bas diminished in the younger _gcncra-

·tions; virtually all rcsc on the tapic has determined that the chances of 

divorce ending a marria c preceded by cohabitation arc significantly greater than 

>.t ,~::~·,:,,_~~-- 1
:: ·,. s~~- tf:-/:=\•-::r::r~-'.Ji/;~Jt;•.:\:t>'~ 

~ ,, ,. '' 

for a marriage not preceded by 

· cohabitation. A 1992 study of 3,300 

~s, for example, based on the 1987 . 

National Survey of Families and 

Households, found thai in their mar

riages prior ·cohabitors "arc estimated 

to have a hazard of dissolution that is 

. \·-· .. ·~r\; 

~-.:_.·, . 

• ~~tr,;~i{f2:1;ijf)~jl]~ll!~iiif~J:ft~;i;;,1j~IIfti:0 ,~~~;J{t;::· 

about 46% higher than for noncohab

itors. "Thc authors·ofthis !Jtudy con: 

eluded, after reviewing all previous 

studies, th~ the cnhanccd·ri_sk of 

marital disruption following cohabita

tion "is beginning to take on_ the status 

of an empirical g~cralization."5 

More in qucstioi:i within the 

research community is why the strik

ing statistical association bctwc~ 
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cohabitation and divorce should exist. Perhaps the most obvio explanation is 

that those people willing to cohabit arc more unconventional an others and less 

committed to the institution of marriage. These arc the same p oplc, then, who 

more easily will leave 3: marriage if it becomes troublesome. B this explanation, 

cohabitation docsn'.t cause divorce but~ ~crcly associated wi it because the 
· same types of people arc involved in both phenomena. · 

There is subst.antial empirical support for this position. Ye , in most studies, 

c~cn when this "selection effect~ is carefully controlled statisti 

effect of cohabitation on later marriage stability still remains. 

contribution of cohabit.ation to marriage has been ever been fa 

The reasons for a :r:icgativc "cohabit.ition effect" arc not full understood. One 

may be that while marriages arc held together largely by a ,i:ro ,ethic of com

mitment, cohabiting relationships by their very nature tend to "'1Clcn:ut this ethic. 

Although cohabiting relationships arc like marriages in many w ys--sbarcd 

dwelling, economic union (at least in part), sexual intimacy, o en even chil

dren-they typically differ in the levels of commitment and au onomy involved. 

According to recent studies, cohabitants tend not to be as co ittcd as married 

couples in their dedication to the continuatiOn of the rclatio ·p and reluctance 

to terminate it, and they arc more oriented towai-d f:hCU' own rsonal 

autonomj. 7 It is reasonable U) speculate, based on these studi~ that once this 

low-commitment, high-autonomy pattern of relating is learn it becomes hard 
tp unlearn. One study found, for example, that "living with a 

prior to marriage was clSSociatcd with more negative and less 

solving suppnrt and behavior during marriage." A reason for ·s, the authon 

suggest, is that because long-term commitment is less certain · 

"there may be less motivation for cohabiting partners to devcl 

resolution and supPort skills."' 

cohabitation, 

their conflict 

The results of several studies suggest that cohabitation ma change partners' 

attitudes toward the institution of marriage, contributing to ci er making mar

riage less likely~ or if marriage ta:lccs place, less successful. A 1 7 longitudinal 

study conducted by demographers at Pennsylvania State Univci ity concluded, for 

exa":mplc, "cohabitation increased young people's acceptance of ·vorcc, bUt Other 

independent living experiences did not.11 And "the more month of exposure to 

cohabitation that young people experienced, the less cnthusi c they were 
toward marriage and childbearing . .,., 

Pirticularly problcmat;ic is serial cohabitation. One study 

effect of cohabitation on later marital instability is found only hen one or both 

partners had previously cohabited with someone other than th · spouse. 10 A rea

son for this could be that the experience of dissolving one c iting relationship 

generates a greater willingness to dissolve later relationships. P pie's tolerance 

for unhappiness is diminished, and they will scrap a marriage at might other

wise be salvaged. This may be similar to the attitudinal effects f divorce; going 

'' ... over66%of 

high school senior 

boys and 61% of the 

girls indicated that 

they "agreed" or 

"mostly agreed" 
with the statement 

'it is usually a good 

idea for a couple to 

live together before 

getting ma"ied to 

find out whether 

they really get 

along.' 
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through a divorce makes one more tolerant of divorce. 

If the conclusions of these studies hold up under further investigation, they 

may contain the answer the question ofwhy premarital cohabitation should 

effect the stability of a la marriage. The act of cohabitation gcocrates changes in 

people's attitudes towar marriage that make the stability of marriage less likely. 

Society wide, therefore, e growth of cohabitation will tcod to further.weaken 

marriage as an insti.tuti 

An import.ant cavca must be inserted here. There is a growing understanding 

among researchers that · crcnt types and lifc.:.pattcms of cohabitation must be 

distinguished clearly fro each other. Cohabitation that is an immediate prelude 

to marriage, or prcnupti cohabitation-both partners plan to marry each other" 

in the near future-is di crcnt from other forms. There is some evidence to sup

port the propasition tha living together for a short period of time with the per-

son one intends to has no adverse effects on the subsequent marriage. 

Cohabitation in this case appears to be very similar to marriage; it merely takes 

place during the engage cnt pcriod. 11 This propasition would appear to be less 

true, however, when on or both of the partners has J:iad prior cxpCricncc with 

cohabitation, or brings "ldrcn into the relationship. 

Cohabitation as 

A
ccording to the tcs .. t. inf. orm. atio~. available,!.46o/o_of all c:ohabitati. ·ans in a 
given year can .classified aa prccunoa to marriage. 12 Most of the 

reniainder can considered some form.of alternative to maniage. 

including trial marriage , and their number is increasing. This should be of gTCat 

national concern, not y for what the growth of cohabi~tion is doing to the 

institution of ~gc t foi: what it is doing, or not doing, for the participants 

involvedfln general, co biting relationships tend in many ways to be less satisfac

tory than marriage rcla onships. 

Except perhaps for e short term prenuptial type of cohabitation, and prob

ably also for. the post-m rriagc cohabiting relationships of seniors and retired peo

ple _who typically cohab · rather than marry for economic reasons, U cohabitation 

and marriage relation s arc qualitatively different. Cohabiting couples report 

lower levels of happinc , lower levels of sexual exclusivity and sexual satisfac

tionJ and paotcr rclatiO ships with their parents.,.., One reason is that, as several 

sociologists not surprisi ly concluded· after a careful analysis, in unmarried 

cohabitation "levels of rtainty about the relationship arc lower than in mar

riage."1'5 

It is easy to undcrs d, therefore, why cohabiting is inherently much less sta

ble than marriage and by, especially in view of the fact that it is easier to termi

nate, the break-up rate f cohabitors is far higher than for married partners. After 

S to 7 years, 39%, of all cohabiting couples have broken their rclationship1 4-01'/o 
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,J,a,vc married (although the marriage might not hav~ lasted), 

still cohabiting, l6 

Still not fully known by the public at large is the fact that 

have substantial benefits over the unmarried in labor force p 

and mental health, general happiness, and longevity. 17 Thcrc is 

benefits arc diluted for couples who arc not married but mercl 

Among the probable reasons for the benefits of marriage, as s 

Ul_llvcrsity of Chicago demographer Linda Waite, 19 arc: 

The long~term ccmtmct implicit in marriage, This facilitates cm 

in the relationship·, including the close monitoring of each 

The longer time horizon also makes specialization more · 

couple, individual, can develop those skill, in which they 

crs to their partner. 

T I-! E R I 

only 21% arc 

arried couples 

uctivity, physical 

vidcncc that these 

cohabiting." 
marizcd by 

tion~ investment 

thcr's behavior. 

ly; working as a 

.eel, leaving oth-

The greater sharing of economic and social resources by married upler. In addition 

to ccono~ics of scale, this enables couples to act as a smal insurance pool 

against life uncertainties, reducing each person's need t~ p tcct themselves 

from unexpected events. 

• The better connection of married coup]~ to the lamer commUD :Y· This includes 

other individuals and groups (such as in-laws) as well as ocial institutions 

such as churches and synagogues. These can be impor 

and emotional suppart and material benefits . 

. In addition to missing out on many of the benefits of m 

may face more serious difficultics.i'.Axinual rates of depression . 

couples ~ more ~ three times what they arc among marri couples. 20 And 

women in cohabiting :i-clationships arc more likely than n:iarri 

physical and sexual abpsc. Some research has shown that • · ion is at least 

twice as '7°mmon amqng: cohabiton as it is among married par crs. 21 Two stud
ies, one in Canada and the other in the United States, found t women in 

cohabiting relationships arc about nine times more lila:ly to be. "lied by their 

l'~tncr than arc women in marital relationships. 22 

Again, the selection factor is undoubtedly strong in finding such as these. 

But the most careful statistical probing suggests that sdcction i not the only fac. 
tor at work; the intrinsic nature of the cohabiting relationship so plays a role. As 

one scholar summed up the relevant research, "regardless of 

methodology .... cohabitors engage in more viol;,,,cc than spo .•" 

' ' Women in 

cohabiting 

relationships are 

more likely than 

married women to 

suffer physical and 
sexual abuse. 
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Why Cohabitatlo is Harmful for Children 

0 
fall the types f cchabitation, that involving children is by fur the most 

problc".'atic. • 2~, 41%.of all u:nniarricd-c~uple households incrud
ed a child un er eighteen, up from only 21% m 1987. 24 For unmarned 

couples in the 25-34 ag .group the percentage with children is higher still, 

approaching half of all s ch households. 2\By one recent estimate nearly half of all 

children today will spen some time in a cohabiting family before age I 6. 26 

One of the greatest problems for children living with a cohabiting couple is 

the high risk that the co le will broak up. 27 ~y thicc quarters of children born 

to cohabiting parents · sec their parents split up before they reach age sixteen, 

wh~aoouta . of children born to married parents face a similar fate. 
One reason is that m age Tates for co~biting'couplcs have been plummeting. 

In the last decade, thc:p cportion of cohabiting mothers who go on to eventually 
marry the child's lathcr clined from 57% to 44%." 

Parental break up, is now widely known, alm?st always entails a myriad of 

pcrscnal and social diffi tics for children, scmc of which can be long lasting. For 
the children of a cobabi · g couple these may come on top of a plethora of 

already existing prob! s. Several studies have found that children currently liv

ing with a.mother and r unmarried partner have significantly more behavior. 
problems and lower cmic performance than· children in intact families. 29 

It is important ton tc that the great majority of children in unmarricd-cou

plc households were ho n not in the present union but in a previous union of one 

of the adult partners, y the mother. 30This ipcans that they arc living with an 

unmarried "stepfather" r mother's boyfriend, with whom the economic and 

social relationships arc ften tenuous •. For example, ~ children in stcpfami

.Ik,s, these children have few lc~al claims to child support or other sources of 
family income should couple separate. 

Child abuse has be me a major national problem and has increased dramati

cally in recent years, by ore than 10% a year according to one cstimatc.:11 In the 

opinion of most rcscar ers, this increase is related strongly to changing family 

forms. Surprisingly, t.he vailable American data do not enable us to distinguish 

the abuse that takes pl in married-couple households from that in cohabiting
couple households. We o have abuse-prevalence studies that look at stepparent 

families (both married d unmarried) and mother's boyfriends (both cohabiting 

and dating). Both show ar higher levels of child abuse than is found in intact fam

ilies. l2;fn general, the c "dcncc suggests that the.most unsafe of all family environ

ments for children iJ in which the m.othcr iJ living with scmeone other than 
the.child's biological fa er. This iJ the environment for the majority of children 
in cohabiting couple ho eholds. " 

Part of the differcn s indicated above arc due to differing income levels of 

the families involved. B t this points up one of the other problems of cohabiting 

couples-their lower in omcs. It is well known that children of single parents 
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fare poorly economically when compared to the children of m icd parents. Not 

so well known is that cohabiting couples arc economically mo like single par
ents than like married couples. While the 1996 poverty rate for children living in 

married couple households was about 6o/o, it was 31 % for child en living in 

cohabiting households, much closer to the rate of 45% for chi! living in fami-

lies headed hy single mothers.,. 

One of the most important social science findings of rccen 

riagc is a wealth enhancing institution. According to. one study, · clrcaring, 

cohabiting couples have only about.two-thirds of the mcomc of arriclcouplcs 

: with children, mainly due to the fu:t that the average income o male cohahitmg 

partners is only about half that of male marri~ partners." The selection effect is 

surely at work here, with less well-off m~ and their partners oosing cohabita-
tion over marriage. But it also is the case that men when they , CSfccially 

those who then go on to have children, tend.to become more onsiblc and 

, 11roductivc.,. They earn more than their unmarried couotcrpar . An additional 

factor n·ot to be overlooked is the private ,~er. of wealth am 

ily members, which is considerably lower f()T cohabiting co~pl 

couplcs.17 It i~ clear that family member~ arc more willing to 

"in-laws" than to mere boyfriends or girlfriends. 

Who Cohabits and Why 

W
hy has uomarried cohabitation become such a wid spread practice 

throughout the modern world in such a short pcri of time? 

Demographic factors arc surely involved. Puberty gins at an earlier 

age, as docs the onset of sexual activity, and marriages take p c at older ages 

mainly because of the longer time period spent getting educate and establishing 

careers. Thus there is an extended period of sexually active sin lchood bcf~re first 

marriage. Also, our sust.aincd material affluence enables many oung peaple to 

live on their own for an extended 

time, apart from their parents. 

During those years of young adult

hood, nonmarital cohabitation can be 

a cost-S3.ver, a source of companion

ship, and an assurance of relatively 

safe sexual practice. For some, 

cohabitation is a prelude to marriage, 

for some, an alternative to it, and for 

yet others, simply an alternative to 

living alone. 38 

More broadly, the rise of cohabi

tation in the advanced nations has 

been attributed to the sexual rcvolu-

Number of Cohabltatlng. 

Unmarried. Adult Couples 
of the Opposite Sex. ~y Year. 

United States 

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current 
Population Reports, Series P20-5:S7, America's 
Families and Living Arrangements: March 
2000, and earlier reports 

7 
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tion, which has virtually revoked the stigma against cohabitation. 39 In the past 

thirty years, with the ad cnt of effective contraceptive technologies and wide

spread sexual pcrmissiv css promoted by advertising and the organized enter

tainment indus_try, prcm ital sex has become widely acccn,cd. In large segments 

of the population cohabi tion no longer is associated with sin or social impropri

ety or pathology, nor ar cohabiting couples subject to much, if any, disapproval. 

Another important son for cohabitation's growth is that the institution of 

marriage has changed atically, leading to an erosion of confidence in its sta-

bility. From a t:I'adition s ongly buttressed by economics, religion, and the law, 
marriage has bccom~ a ore personalized relationship, what· one wag has referred 

to as a mere "notarized ~~n People used to marry not just for love.but also for 

family and, ccoi:tomic · dcrations, and if lo_vc died during the course of a mar

crcd sufficient reason to break up an established union. 

A divorce was legally · cult if not impossible to get, and people who divorced 

faced enormous social ·gma. 
In today's marriag love is all, and it is a love tied to sclf-fulfillmcnt.1Divorcc 

is av~]c. to c~c, "th little st;igma attached. If either love or a sense of 

self-fulfillment disappc , the marriage is' considered to be over and divorce is the 

logical outcome. 

Fully aware ofthis cw fragility of marriage, people arc taking cautionary 

actions. The attitude is ther try it out first and make sure that it will work, or 

try to minimize the da age of breakup by settling for a weaker form of union, 
one that avoids a marria e license and, if need be, an eventual divorce. 

Thc,growth of coha "talion is also associated with the rise of feminism. 

Traditional marriage, in law and in practice, typically involved male leader-

ship. For some women, habitation seemingly avoids the legacy of patriarchy and 

at the same time provid s more personal autonomy and equality in the relation

ship. Moreover, women shi~ into the labor force and their growing ~conomic 

independence make m ·age less necessary and, for some, less desirable. 

Underlying all of sc trends is the broad cultural shift from a more rcli-

giou8 society where m ·age was considered the bedrock of civilization and peo• 

pie were imbued with a strong sense of social conformity and tradition, to a more 

secular society focused n individual autonomy and self invcntion .. Jhis cultur~ 
rejection of traditional · titutional and moral authority, evident in all 0£ the. 

the acceptance of"alt 

In general, cohabi 

lower classes and then 

·CS, often: has had~ of choice" as its theme and 

ativc lifestyles" as its message. 

· on is a phenomenon that began among the yOlmg in the 

ovcd up to the middle classes.'° Cohabitation in 

Amcrica----cspccially co ahitation as an alternative to marriage-is more com

mon among Blacks, Pu to ~cans, and disadvantaged white womcn.•1Onc reason 

for this is that male inc me and employm~t arc lower among minorities and the 

lower classes, and male conomic status remains an important determinant as to 
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whether or not a man feels ~dy to marry, and-a woman wan to marry hirn.""2 

Cohabitation is also more common among those who arc less "gious than their 

peers. Indeed, some evidence suggests that the act of cohabitati n actually dimin

ishes religious participation, w~crcas marriage tends to in 

People who cohabit arc much more likcly to come from 

Among young adults, those who experienced parent.al divorce, athCI'lcssncss, or 

high levels of marital discord during childhood arc more likely o form cohabiting 

unions than children who grew up in families with married par ts who got 

along. They arc also more likely to enter living-together rclatio ships at younger 

agcs."'.For young pcaplc who have already suffered the losses sociatcd with 

parental divorce, cohabitation may provide an early escape fro family turmoil, 

although unfortunately it increases th.c likelihood of new losses d turmoil. For 

these people, cohabitation often recapitulates the childhood c cricncc of coming 

together and splitting apart with the additional possibility of m re violent con

flict. Finally, cohabitation is a much more likely experience for osc who thcm

scl'Vcs have been divorced'. 

What Are the Main Arguments For and Again Living 
Together Before Marriage in Modem Societie ? 

T
o the dcgrcc that there is.a scholarly debate about the wth of cohabita-

tion, it is typically polarized into "for" and "against" wi 

for the nuaoccs. On _one side is_ the religiously Inspired 
with ~omeone ou~de of marriage, indeed ill ~arital sex, 

on the sanctity of m~gc. ff you arc ready for sex, jrou arc r 

the argument goes, aod the two should always go together, foll 

injunction. This ~ide is typically supportive of early marriage as 

sexual promiscuity, and a, worthwhile in its own right. 

The other side, based in secular thought, holds that we can' 

expect people to remain sexually abstinent from today's pub at age eleven or 

twelve (even earlier for some) to marriage in the late twenties, hich is empiri

,cally the mo,t desirable age for insuring a lasting union.1),crcf , it is better that 

thcy•cohabit during thattimc with a few others than be prom· us with many. 

This side also finds the idea of a trial marriage quite appcalin!} odcrn societies 

in any event, the argument goes, have become so highly scxu · cd and the prac

tice of cohabitation has become so widely accepted that there is no way to stop it. 

The aoti-cohabitation perspective believes in linking sex to arriagc, but fails 

to answer the question of how to postpone sex until marriage a a time when the 

age of marriage has risen to an average of almost 26, the highes in this century. 

Cold showers, anyone? Nor is there evidence to suppart the id that marriage at 

a younger age is a good solution. On the contrary, teenage ·ages, for exam-

ple, have a much higher risk of brcalting up than do marriages ong young 

adults in their twenties. The ~asons arc fairly obvious; at older gcs people arc 

'' Fully three-

quarters of 

children born to 

cohabiting parents 

will see their 
parents split up 

before they reach 

age sixteen, 

whereas only about 

a third of children 

born to married 

parents face a 

similar fate. 
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living with someone 

other than the 
child's biological 
father. 
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more emotionally ma and established in their jObs and careers, and unially 

better able to know wh they want in a lifetime mate. 

Pro-cohabitation ar ents n:cognizc the demographic and social realities 

but fail to answer anoth question: if the aim is to have a·strong, lifelong mar

riage, and for most pea le it still is, can cohabitation be of any help? As we have 

seen, the statistical data unsupportivc on this point. ~o far, at l~st, living 

together before marriag has been ·remarkably unsuccessful as a gc~crator oT 

happy and.long-lasting arriagcs. 

Cohabitation be Institutionalized? 

I
f marriage has been oving toward decreased social and legal recognition and 

control, cohabitatio has inovcd in the oppasitc direction, steadily gaining 

. social·and legal idcn · cation as a distinct new institution. Cohabitation was. 

Hlcgal in all states prior o about 1970 and, although the law is seldom enforced, 

it remains illegal in a nu her of states. No state has yet established cohabitation as 

a legal relationship for of its citizens, but most states ~vc now decriminalized 

"consensual sexual ac'ts" ong adults, which include cohabitation. 

In lieu of state laws, some marriage-like rights of cohabitors have gradually 

been established throug the courts. The law typically comes into play, for exam

ple, when cohabitors w o split up have disagreements about the division of prop

erty, when one of the p tncrs argues that some kind of oral or implicit marriage

like contract existed, an when the courts accept this position. Whereas property 

claims by cohabitors tr "tionally have been denied on the ground that "parties to 
an illegal .relationship d not have rights based on that rclationship,W courts have 

begun to rule more freq ently that cohabitors do have certain rights based on 

such concepts as "cquita le principlcs."+\.Thc legal changes underway mean that 

cohabitation is bcco · less of a "no-strings ati:achcd" phenomenon, one involv

ing some of 1;hc ·&enc~ of -marriage with none of the costly legal procedures and 
fmancial·~cqucnccs divorce. 

In the most famous , Marvin vs. Marvin, what the news media labeled 

"palimony" in place of mony was sought by a woman with whom Hollywood 

actor Lee Marvin lived r many years.#. The Supreme Court of California upheld 

the woman's claim of an implied ~ntract. Many states have not accepted ~cy c.lc

mcnts of the Marvin de · ion, and .the financial award of palimony ~as cVcntually 

rejected on appeal. Yet c propasition that unmarried couples have the right to 

form contracts has com to be widely acknowledged. 

In an attempt to cc the uncertainties of the legal system, some cohab-
itors arc now initiating 

tracts state clearly, with 

relationship break down 

free and indcpcndcnth 

al "living together contracts.""-7 Some of thcSe con

intent of avoiding property entanglements should the 

that the relationship is not a marriage but merely "two 

an beings who happen to live together." Others, in con-
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trast, seek to secure the rights of married couples in such ma s as inheritance 

and child custody. 

Marriage-like fiscal and legal benefits are also beginning to 

ing couples. In the attempt to provide for gay and lesbian coup! , for whom mar• 

riagc is forbidden, many corporations, wiivcrsitics, ·municipaliti ~' and even some 

states now provide "domestic partnership" benefits ranging fro health insurance 

and pensions to the right to inherit the lease of a rent controllc apartment. In 
the process, such benefits have commonly been offered to unrn "cd heterosexu

al .couples as well, one r~son being to avoid lawsuits charging" legal discrimina

tion." Although the legal issues have only begun to be conside 

likely to hold that the withholding of benefits from hctcrosc 

they arc Offered to same-sex couples is a violation of Li. S. laws gainst sex dis

crimination. 

Religions have also started to reconsider cohabitation. Som religions have 

developed "commitment ceremonies., as an ~tcrnativc to marri gc ceremonies. 

So far these arc mainly intended for same-sex couples arid in so c cases the eld

erly, but it seems only a matter of time before their purview i~ roadcncd. 

Unlike in the United S~tcs, cohabitation has become an ac eptcd new social 

institution in most northern Europcan·countries, and in several Scandinavian 

nations cohabitors have virtually the same legal rights as marrie couples. In 

Sweden and Denmark, for example, the world's cohabitation l crs, cohabitors 

and married couples have the same rights and obligations in tion, welfare ben-

efits, inheritance, and child care. Only a few differences remain such as the right 

to adopi:. children, but even that difference may soon disappear. · at incidentally, 

Sweden also has the lowest marriage rate ever recorded ( and o. c of the highest 

divorce rates); an estimated 30% of all couples sharing a hous old in Sweden 

today arc unmarried." For many Swedish and Danish couples habiting has 

become a ~ubsti1:utc for, rather than a prelude to, marriage, and virtually all mar

riagc.s in these nations arc now preceded by cohabitation. 

Is America moving toward the Scandinavian family model? wed.en and 

Denmark arc the world's most secular societies, and some argu that American 

religiosity will work against increasing levels of cohabitation. Ye few religions pro

hibit cohabitation or even actively attempt to discourage it, so c religious barrier 

may be quite weak. Others argue that most Americans draw a arper distinction 

than Scandinaviaru do between cohabitation and marriage, vie g marriage as a 

higher and more serious form of commitment. But as the practi e of cohabitation 

in America bc~rrics increasingly common, popular distinctions etwccn cohabita

tion and marriage arc fading. In short, the legal, social and rclig' us barriers to 

cohabitation arc weak and likely to get weaker. Unless there is unexpected 

turnaround, America and the other Anglo countries, plus the t of northern 

Europe, do appear to be headed gradually in the direction of S dinavia. 

The institutionalization of cohabitation in the public and p vatc sectors has 

For some, 

cohabitation is a 

prelude to 

marriage, for some, 

an alternative to it, 

and for yet others, 
simply an 

alternative to 

living alone. 
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potentially serious social consequences that need to be carefully considered. At 

fust glance, in a world here close relationships arc in increasingly short supply, 

why not rccogruzc and s port such relationships in whatc~cr form they occur? 

Surely this is the approa that would seem to blend social justice and compassion 

with the goal of pc~so freedom. )3ut:.is it not in society's greater interest to fos

ter long-term, coiriiii(: ' · l!onshipa ~ong chil~g couples? ht this 

regard t.hc advantages of ·ur;agc arc stlbstantial. It is only marriage th~t has the 

implicit long-term contr , the greater sharing Of economic and social resources, 

and .the better conncctio to the larger community. 

The recognition and support of unmarried cohabitation unfortunately casts 

marriage as merely one f several alternative lifestyle choices. As the alternatives 

to it arc st:rcngth~cd, institu~on of marriage is bound to weaken. After all, if 
cohabitors have the aam rights and responsibilities as married couples, why both

er to marry?Why bathe indeed, if society itself expresses no strong preference 

one way or the other. It s simpler and less complicated to live together. 

The expansion of do estic partner benefits to heterosexual cohabiting cou

ples, then,. may be an way to avoid legal challenges·, ·b~t the troubling issue 

arises: cities and private · · CSSCS that cxtcnd·tlicsc bcnCfits arc in effect subsi

dizing the formation of agile funily forms. Even more troublingly, they arc sub.

sidizing funily forms th poac increased risks of violence to women and children. 

While the granting of cc tain marriage-like legal rights to cohabiting couples may 

be advisable in some cir tanCCs to protect children and other dependents in 

the event of couple hr up, an extensive gr~ting of such rights serves to 

undercut an essential ins ·tution that is already established to regulate family rela

tionships. These issues, a the least, should cause us to proceed toward the further 

institutionalization of arricd cohabitation only after very careful deliberation 

and forethought. 

Some Principles t Guide the Practice of Cohabitation 
Before Marriage 

U 
nmarricd · coha "talion has become a prominent feature of modern life 

and is undoub ~ere to stay in some form. The demographic, eco

nomic, and cul al forces of modern life would appear to be too strong 

to permit any society m c!y to turn hack the clock, even if it so desired, Yet by 
all of the empirical cvid cc at our disposal, not to mention the wisdom of the 

ages, the institutioit of m)lm,m, ~ains a comcrslor_ic of a successful society. 

And the practice of. itation, far. from being a fricrui.of marriage, looks more 

and more like its enemy. a goal of social change, therefore, perhaps the best 

that we can hcpc for iS t contain cohabitation in ways that minimize its damage 

to marriage. 

With that goal in m · d, arc there any principles that. we might give to young 
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adults to. guide their thinking about living together before m age? In develop-

ing such principles it is important to note that, because men an women differ 

somewhat in their sexual and mate-selection strategics, cohabi tion often has a 

different meaning for each sex. Women tend to sec it as a step ward eventual 

marriage, while men regard it more as a sexual opportunity wi out the tics of 

long-term commitment. A woman's willingness to cohabit runs the risk of send

ing men precisely the wrong signal. What our grandmothers su pascdly knew 

might well be true: Ha woman truly wants a man to marry her wisdom dictates a 

measure of playing hard to get.•• 

Pulling together what we know from recent social science cscarch about 

cohabitation and its effects, here arc four principles concerning living together 

before marriage that seem most likely to proniotc, or at least n t curtail, long
term committed relationships among childrearing couples: 

• Consider DOt living together at all before marriage. ohabitation 

appears not to be helpful and may be harmful as a try-out ~ r marriage. There 

is no evidence that if you decide to cohabit before marri~g you will have a 

stronger marriage than those who don't live together, and me evidence to 

suggest that if you live together before marriage, you arc re likely to break 
· up after marriage. Cohabitation is probably least harmful ( ough not neces

sarily helpful) when it is prcouptial - whco both partners c definitely plan

ning to marry, have formally announced their cogagemcnt d have picked a 

wedding date. 

• _Do not make·~.habifof cohabiting. Be aware of the d crs of multiple 
Jiving together experiences, both for your own sense of we lbcing and for 

your chances of establishing a strong lifelong partoership. ontrary to popu
lar wisdom, you do not learn to have better relationships fr m multiple failed · 

cohabiting relationships. In fact, multiple cohabiting is a ng predictor of 
the failure of future relationships. 

• Limit cohabitation to the ahortest.~l!ISible period of ime. The longer 

• 

you live together with a partner, the more likely it is that low-commit-

ment ethic of cohabitation will take hold, the opposite of w at is required for 

a successful marriage. 

Do not cohabit i1'. children. are involved. Children need and should have 

parents who arc committed tO staying together over the lo tcnn. 

Cohabiting parcnt.s break up at a much higher rate than ma icd parents and 

the effects of breakup can he devastating and often long I I} Moreover, 

children living in cohabiting unions with "stepfathers" or m thcr's boyfriends 

arc.at higher risk of sexual abuse and physical violence, incl ding lethal vio

lence, than arc children living with married biological par ts. 

Male economic 
status remains an 

important 

determinant as to 

whether or not a 

man feels ready to 

marry, and a 

woman wants to 
marry him. 
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Conclusion 

D 
cspitc its )Vid read acceptance by the young, the remarkable growth of 

unmarried cob bitation in recent years docs not appear t?,- be in chil- , 

drcn's or the so ·cty's bcst'intcrcst. The evidence suggests that it has 

weakened m;;;.;.iagc and c intact, two-parent family and thereby damaged our 
social wellbeing, esp · 
history, but it seems tim 

tion and to seriously qu 

form. 

y that of women and children. We can not go back in 

to establish some guidelines for the practice of cohabita

. on the further institlltionalization of this new family 

•l>alizirll! cohabitation; in our opinion, we should be trying 
to revitalize marriag ot along classic male-dominant lines but along modern 

egalitarian lines. Particul ly helpful in this regard would be educating young peo

ple about marriage from the early school years onward; getting them to make the 

wisest choices in their r time mates, and stressing the imf)ortancc of long-term 

commitment to marriag s. Such an educational venture could build on the fact 

that a huge majority of nation's young people still express the strong desire to 

be in a long-term mono ainous marriage. 

These ideas arc offc ed. to the American public and especially to society's 

leaders in the spirit of g crating a discussion. Our conclusions arc tentative, and 

certainly not the last wo on the subject. There is an obvious need for more 

research on cohabitation and the findings of new research, of course, could alter 

our thinking. What is m important now, in our view, -~ a national dCbatc on a 

topic that heretofore has been ovcrlookcd •. Indccd, few issues seem more critical 

for the future of marria and for generations to come. 
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House Judiciary Committee 
February 27, 2007 

SB 2138 

't..m- Q 7-uui, 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

Mr. Chairman and members of the House Judiciary Committee, thank you for hearing my 
testimony. 

My name is Tom D Freier, and I represent the North Dakota Family Alliance. 

The North Dakota Family Alliance opposes the removal of language currently in the 
North Dakota Century Code addressing cohabitation. This opposition is consistent with 
our mission to strengthen and protect families. 

In today's world, living together may seem like a good way to achieve some of the 
benefits of marriage and avoid the risk of divorce. Couples who live together can share 
expenses, learn more about each other, and eventually determine if this is the 'right' 
spouse for them. Ifit doesn't work out, breaking up is easy, with no legal or religious 
permission to dissolve the union. 

The US Census estimates that about 10 million unmarried people are living with someone 
of the opposite sex, or cohabitating. That represents about 8% of United States coupled 
households, with most being between 25 and 34 years of age. Many high school seniors 
believe that it usually a good idea for a couple to live together to determine compatibility. 

The new view is that cohabitation represents a more progressive approach to intimate 
relationships. How much healthier women are to be free of social pressure to marry and 
stigma when they don't. How much better off people are today to be able to exercise 
choice in their sexual and domestic arrangements. How much better off marriage can be, 
and how many divorces can be avoided, when sexual relationships start with a trial run. 

But a careful look at research and social science evidence suggest that living together is 
not a good way to prepare for marriage or to avoid divorce. Cohabitating is not a positive 
for the family, and poses special risks for women and children. 

Specifically, research indicates that living together before marriage increases the risk of 
divorce. It increases the risk of domestic violence for women, and the risk of physical 
and sexual abuse for children. And unmarried couples have lower levels of happiness 
and wellbeing . 
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An Arizona study identified numerous problems prevalent in cohabitating households,· 
including: · 

- 180% higher likelihood of domestic violence 
- 46% to 90"/4 higher likelihood of divorce in subsequent marriage 
- 3 00"/4 higher likelihood of depression 
- 125% higher likelihood that children will see their parents break up before the 

reaching age 16 
- much, much higher likelihood of child abuse 
- greater likelihood of lower incomes 

One study reported that after 5 to 7 years, 39% of cohabitating couples· have broken their 
relationship, 40% have 111llITied (although the marriage might not have lasted), and 21% 
were still together. And especially troubling is that in a 2000 study, 41 % of all unmarried 
households included children under 18 (more than likely that percentage is closer to 50% 
today). A high percentage of these children will see their parents break up before these 
children reach age 16. And even more disturbing is that the likelihood of multiple 
cohabitations, and the devastating effect on children. 

In general, the evidence suggests that the most unsafe of all family environments for 
children is that in which the mother is living with someone other than the child's 
biological father. This is the environment for the majority of children in a cohabitating 
household. 

Studies indicate that the longer couples cohabitate the more likely their commitment will 
be weak, and chances of a successful marriage lower. In addition multiple failed 
cohabitation experiences do not lead to a successful future relationship, and actually have 
the opposite effect. 

'While cohabitation may have the elements that make up intimacy, it lacks one major 
ingredient - commitment. Commitment is the fence that protects, the lock that 
guarantees, and the alarm system that ensures that vulnerability is not easily 
compromised. Marriage is a covenant of mutual protection, devotion, sacrifice and love. 
It is binding for that reason. It is not only safe for our most vulnerable moments but for 
the most vulnerable people in our world - our children.' 

Instead of turning our heads aside and by default institutionalizing cohabitation, we need 
to put our efforts and energy into nurturing and revitalizing the age old institution of 
marriage which remains a cornerstone of a successful society . 
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Your Voice for Ari on~ F~m111e·s1 

The Center for Arizo Policy Issue Brief 

Cohabitation .:... Census Results & Social Research Findings 
I 

The Council on Family Law recently issued a stud that reveals the rise of cohabitation in our 
society. The trend is to view cohabitation and · age as equal, when in fact they are two very 
different types of relationships.1 

The 2000 Census revealed that the percentage of U S. cohabiting households increased by 72% 
during the 1990' s. ,Whll~,poJ!!!IJl!.~!JR1,e.!lt ~Y, .,, ~ c~ha.~~~!1,is.!!11 ~ffe<;tive method to 
-~~~~" (!fa potential long-terni "teliitio .. , p~ dlisise'rfti.meiit has no basis in reality. 
Social research has identified numerous troubles t are prevalent in cohabiting households, 
including: 

• J80%higherlikelihood.ofdoni~ vio ence 
• '46% kl 90%liighci' likelihood of div 'in subsequent marriage · 
• ,)00% higher likelihood of depression. 
• ',125% higher likelihood that children · see their parents break-up prior to reaching 

age 16 
• 2.100% to 3400% higher likelihood of c · d abuse 
• Significantly higher likelihood of alcoh I problems 

Perhaps the troubles are merely symptoms of an un lying problem,., li:v:ing,under the pretense, 
-'(-,_;:_::,•_.,,· .. _-....... ,... . -_. : •'. 

of an e111!uring relationship while Jacking the essen · al elements of commitmen,\;~ security. · 

Although cohabiting households - unmarried coup 
small portion of the overall population of the U.S., 
the last decade. This increase has come at the expe 
headed by married couples: 

living together - continue to represent a 
has been a significant increase during 

e of households that historically have been 

Prq,ared by The Center for Arizona Policy, a non-profi~ non-panisan rescan:b and education organization. 
Nothing contained herein should be con,ttucd an offolt ., aid or hinder any legislation. 
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1 ~ 
Married households 5 % 52% 

Change 
-3% 

Cohabiting households 3/.; 5% 
Single, noncohabiting households 4

1 
% 43% • 

+2% 
+1% 

• Increased Rate or 
Domestic Violence 

Results of Social Rrarch S~dies 

· Cohabiting couples are 180% more likely lhan married 

• Increased Rate of 
Divorce In Subsequent 
Marriage 

• Poorer Psychological 
Health 

• Adverse Consequences 
To Children 

couples to report ep es of hitting, shoving and 
throwing things, ev after controlling for income, race, 
education and age. 2 

A study using a natio y representative sample of more than two 
thousand 19 to 48-y -old adults found that partners in cohabiting 
unions have more dijagJ:eeinents, fight more often and report 
lower levels of happ ess lhan their married counterparts. 3 

In a study of 3,300 c 
quently married had 
compared to couples 
marriage.4 

es, cohabiting couples who subse-
4(i% higher divorce rate when 

o did not cohabitate prior to 

In a longitudinal stu of cohabiting couples, it was found that [ 1 J 
cohabitation ln,cn_ld acceptance of divorce and [2] the longer 
the existence of the habiting relationship; the less enthusiastic 
the couple was tow marriage and childbearing. 5 

Couples who cohabit fore marriage are 90% more likely 
to divorce within ten years than couples who did not 
cohabit6 

Cohabiting couples port lower levels of happiness and 
sexual satisfaction rth each other as well as poorer relationships 
with their parents. 7 

· 

Cohabiting couples a 300% more likely to suffer from 
depression than marred couples. 8 

· 

Children born to cohlibiting parents are 125% more likely to 
see their parents bre p before the[ reach age 16 when compared 
to children born tom 'ed parents . 

. Children living with mother and a cohabiting partner have 
significantly more avioral problems and lower academic 
performance lhan c · dren living in intact families. 10 
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• Increased Alcohol 

Problems 

' I 

A study in Great Bril found that rates of child abuse for children 
living with married b ological parents were phenomenally lower 
when compared to o er child house-hold living arrangements: 11 

ement 

Living with a cohabl g, unmarried 
biological parent 

Living with a biologi al mother and a 
cohabiting boyfrien who is not the 
father of the child 

Percentage of Higher 
Child Abuse 
~ 

1500% 

2100% 

3400% 

In the United States, hildren are 48 times inore likely to die from · 
child abuse in cohabi ·on homes. In 82% of these cases, the 

. situation was a moth r with a live-in boyfriend, with 74% of the 
deaths being caused y the boyfriend 12 

In a seven-year study involving 1200 unmarried adults aged 
18 to 24 years, resc~hers found that participants who chose to 
cohabltate during e seven-year study had 
significantly more cohol problems than participants 
who chose to marry Neither premarital levels of alcohol 
problems among co bitors nor other demographic 
characteristics could xplain the greater number of alcohol 
problems among co bitors. The researchers concluded that there 
is something peculi about the status of cohabitation, rather than 
the characteristics of habitors, that causes a significantly higher 
rate of alcohol prob! s. 13 · 

i 
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BaptistP Highlights API Study 

.LU.!,\,, .l V.l V 

Birmingham, AL - In case you misse it, the Baptist Press (FIRST PERSON: The truth · 
about cohabitation, 1/9/06) cited the Al bama Policy Institute's (API) study Effects on 
Cohabitation Length on Personal and elattonal Well Being. 

FIRST-PERSON: The truth about c habitation 
By Ed Litton 
Jan 9, 2007 

SARALAND, Ala. (BP)-Toe number funmarried couples living together in America 
increased tenfoldfrom 1960 to 2000. , _. U.S. Census estimates that about 10 million 
people are living.with someone of the sill;:sex._~t,o*~ut8.~~9,{V-S-
coupled households. Most unmarried p ers who live together are between:25 and 34 · 
years of age. 

·1tonce was stigmati,:ed as "living ins· "or "shacking up," butriowcohabitation has· 
replaced dating. -It has become m · am as a way to discover if a person is a suitable 
partner for life. While marriage as an i al is not dead, it does seem to be staggering and 
falling into the ropes. · 

According to USA Today, more than o-thirds of married couples in the United States 
now say they lived together before m ·age. The number of unmarried, opposite-sex 
households is rising dramatically .. 

A crisis of confidence exists among yo ger Americans, not just in the institution of 
marriage, but in the process of finding , suitable life mate. The most divorced generation in . 
history is struggling to trust the traditiojtal courting process, choosing instead to dive right 
into the most intimate aspects of a relaE· onship. Thus, some argue that since divorce is a 
reality, if makes sense to measure com· tibility, and what better way to discover 
compatibility than to do a trial run at m · age. There is great confidence today in this new 
found process, but the question is, doesi it work? 

' 
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In a groundbreaking study that examin the effects of cohabitation on the long-term 
quality of marriage, the Alabama Poli y Institute (API) conducted a study of more than 
1,300 married couples. The results are !. e-opening. The study,~ that the longer a. 
couple cohabits .before marriage, the le s satisfied they are .with their marriage. John Hill, 

APl's.· di. "recto ... ·· r of.· ·.·research, said, "Spe ifically, coup .. le .. s w.h. o. co ... ha. b. i.t before marriage tend 
to be mim: ~~ssed, more dependent dare more;!ikely to.believe their relationshipwill 
end as compaffii with married couples who did not cohabit" The API study indicates that 
in times of stress and.conflict couples Jho cohabitate are more likely to handle their 
<:<>nflicts withlieatecflirgwn& hitting 8¥ throwing. According to USA TODAY, couples 
live together about two years and then 1ther many or break up. • 

Marriage is more than who you sleep to and.with whom you may share expenses. It is 
the deepest sharing of the most intim part of your life. This is not easy to graph on a 
chart,. but every human soul longs for i . Go4created us for intimacy and He built an 
environment in which we can experien it Cohabitation has all the powerful elements that 
make up.intimacy hut!l!Cks cme major. gredierit ,;. r~ent Commitment is the fence 
that protects, the !&le that guarantees, · the alilrinsystem that ensures that vulnerability 
is not easily compromised. ~age is a covenant of mutual protection, devotion, sacrifice 
and love. It is binding for this very re n; It is riot only safe for our most vulnetable 
moments but also for the most le people in the world - childrenc · 

When we remember what marriage w designed to do and who designed it, the contorted, 
sophomoric logic of those who cone! e that living together is a good choice evaporates. It 
is not inconsequential that the loss of c nfidence in marriage coincides with a loss in 
confidence in God and the Bible. The "Jdren and grandchildren of the sexual revolution 
need to examine what that revolution h caused: a skyrocketing divorce rate and a 
frustrating loss of intimacy. The best · ent may be to experiment with the ancient 
writings of a timeless God who loved enough to construct a safe place called marriage in 
which to flourish. 

The Alabama Policy institute is an • dependent, non-profil research and education 
organjrptjon. As a resource to /e I, state and local govemment, the media, and 
cinw,s, we research the issues b · g debated in Montgome,y and Washington and 

provide our analysis and • through our publications and reports. 
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House Judiciary Committee, Sen. Tracy Potter testimony on SB 2138, February 27, 2007 

The bill before you is the work of your counterparts in the Senate. The sponsors had introduced a 
straightforward repeal of Section 12.1-20-10. I think the Judiciary Committee improved the bill. 

Personally I don't care whether or not my neighbors have a marriage certificate. That's their 
business - not mine. Introducing the bill in the Senate I quoted Mark Twain saying, "I don't care 
what you do as long as you don't scare the horses." An email came telling me I was wrong -
Queen Victoria said it. 

Whoever said it, the attitude is right. As good neighbors, we should take our neighbors as they 
are. Their private lives are their business. 

Even ifwe can't all agree with that philosophy, we should all agree that it's none of the 
government's business. It is not the proper role of government to regulate our private lives and 
personal relationships. 

We could argue these issues about personal freedom and public morality, or argue the statistics 
about how much better it would be if everyone were married and every child had two loving 
parents. - But those aren't the issues before us. The issue is clear: it's about respect for the law. 

This particular sex crime - cohabitation is in the Century Code Chapter titled "Sex Offenses" - is 
being committed by 23,000 North Dakotans as we meet in the 601h Legislative Session. No one in 
this chamber can seriously want to have those people prosecuted, fined and jailed. But our 
official position is that we expect law enforcement and the judicial system to do just that. 
Properly and intelligently law enforcement has rebelled. They know we don't mean it. They 
know we have optional laws. We really shouldn't have laws like that. Where do we draw the 
line? Which ones do we mean? For 69 years law enforcement.in North Dakota has been 
purposely and correctly derelict in their duty to regulate our citizens' choice of roommates. 
Thank goodness they have. Let's take them off the hook. It's about time. 

One last item. Some have wondered if repealing the cohabitation ban would force landlords to 
rent to unmarried couples. The answer is clear - it's "no." The 200 I Session specifically allowed 
discrimination in housing based on marital status. NDCC 14-02.5-02 4, permits landlords to 
refuse to rent to unmarried couples. 

Now, I mentioned at the start that the current engrossment is the work of Sen. Nething's 
committee. The bill before you does not repeal the cohabitation statute, but instead moves it out 
of the Chapter on Sex Offenses and more clearly defines the crime. It will now be a crime only if 
the cohabitants fraudulently pretend to be married. Some have suggested that this is what the law 
has always meant, but the North Dakota Supreme Court had the opportunity to define the crime 
in 2001, and by its definition those 23,000 North Dakotans who live together as opposite sex 
partners were sex criminals. If your House agrees with the Senate, which sends this to you with a 
35-10 vote, you'll give those 23,000 people a chance to start over as law-abiding citizens. And 
you'll be casting a vote ofrespect for the Century Code. 


